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******************************************************************************************** BIG’s News Letter 04_05 (English Version) ******************************************************************************************** Introduction: Well, I hope all members have safely returned from holidays and have been able to climb a lot of BIGs. Maybe you have good information to share with other members on the BIGs that you have climbed ? New information on a side that cannot be used or updated measurements ? Let me know so I can include this information in the next newsletter(s). The last newsletter referred to a webpage that was created by Olivier Dupeyroux for BIG number 324. Unfortunately I made a mistake and the link did not work. Here is the correct link: Big_324. Again when I vistited the BIG website I noticed some interesting links. It’s like looking to a movie for the third time, you keep noticing things that you did not see before. Hence my advice to visit the main website regularly. There is a wealth of information that can be found there. I noticed a link where you can find interactive maps for different countries to plan your next BIG(s): Maps Europe. And there is also a link that shows all rendezvous that are planned: Rendezvous. Currently a vivid discussion is ongoing between the GIOs on the BIGs that consist partly of completely of a gravel road. There will always be some BIGs like this in the list and the main reason to keep them in is that they are very special. E.g. due to the scenery or mediatric reason. An indication will be added to indicate what kind of bike is preferred to use for these BIGs. Chapters of this newsletter 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



BIG news BIG Rules ! About a BIG. September Rendezvous (Rotheux/Belgium) New GIO for France Conclusion Translation links



******************************************************************************************** 1. BIG news: Here’s a short summary of the topics that can be found on the “NEWS” page of the BIG: News 2005. Don’t think that it cannot be done !!! We have a 3rd BAG man. Congratulations to Eric Lucas who has reached his 500rd BIG at 23.00 PM the 2nd of August (still during daylight as he crossed the arctic circle) when he reached the summit of Saltfjellet (Polarsirkelstotte) Here is already some new information on a couple of BIGs, you can find this also on the news page: •



For Mirna Gora, slovenian BIG number 881, the first visit shows an old gravel woody road without any interest. No steep slope, no landscape, no surfaced road. Pity ! (Daniel Gobert)



•



Sljeme, BIG number 882 near Zagreb in Craotia can only be cycled from the S and N side. This as the S side is a one way direction road from Zagreb to the top of Sljeme and the SW side is a one way direction road from the top to Zagreb. (H.Dekkers)



•



Mangrtsko Sedlo, BIG number 880 in Slovenia has a part of the road that is gravel some 1km after the turn is taken to the Mangrtsko Sedlo (i.e. where the E and W side continue on the same road). This gravel stretch is just 100-200m and then the road is really OK (with a few tunnels so take care that you are visisble !) until 1.5km below the summit. There again gravel is found. And it is not recommended to cycle this part with a road bike. (H. Dekkers)



2. BIG Rules !: Well after I have taken the liberty to explain two rules to you that I thought were useful to bring to your attention, I do not see any rules left realy that need explanation. But there are in fact also some rights you have as a member that I think is good to point out to you. Note that these also can be found on the same page on our website where you could find the rules. One of the rights you have is to suggest a new climb! Maybe you have encountered during the summer holiday that a certain BIG is no longer rideable or that a certain side of the BIG cannot be used anymore. Then it is possible for you to suggest a new BIG that replaces the one where you encountered the problems for. The changes that have been implemented in the past can be found in the History. In case you have a good suggestion, then please mail te following information to Arnaud Decostre ([email protected]) before the 31st of September !! •



BIG number o Old name o Reason why it should be removed. o o



New name Reason why it should be included.



(E.g. 35) (E.g. Finnsjön) (E.g. Low gradients (%), poor road surface and no special mediatric characteristics)) (E.g. Sälens Högfjällshotellet) (E.g. Higher gradients (%), situated in the same area, well known winter resort and good road surface).



Each year the GIOs will discuss the suggested changes and vote what suggestions will be taken along. This is needed as we only change 5 BIGs each year. The links to the BIG rules that also contain an overview of the rights you as a member have. Check out Art. 2.1: Regle (French) Rules (English) Regelementen (Dutch) Regolamento (italiano) Regelen (Deutsch) Regolamentos (Español) (under construction)



3. About a BIG: After 2 French BIGs, it’s time to expand our view beyond France don’t you think ? This time I will take a BIG that is located in Norway. Its BIG number 17: Dalsnibba. I can suggest this BIG to anyone. For sure Norway is a beautiful country and especially the Fjord Region is truly spectacular. And that is also the main attraction of the clim to Dalsnibba. Sure, you can start in Grotli but there are two main reasons not to do so. The first one for me is that the climb is tougher from Geiranger and secondly you don’t have the nice view on the Geiranger Fjord ! The first 5km from Geiranger are approximately 8% on average. Then the climb flattens out and there is some relief for 2km. This is the part where you can slo find the famous Flydalsjuvet. This is the place where they take the famous picture where people are sitting/standing on a rock that stetches out above the ravine and where you can see the Geiranger Fjord with a cruise ship in the background (Check for instance with Google on pictures). It is not something you will probably visit when your making your way up to the Dalsnibba. But don’t forget to visit it on the return ! It’s breathtaking. After the easy part there are some 7km’s with again some 8% on average. It’s not possible to see the Fjord anymore but by now the view of the surrounding mountains is making up for this loss. You can can see for instance the top of the Dalsnibba. And you’ll realize that there are still numerous altimeters to go. Along the way there are indications on the road that show the distance that has been cycled since the start in Geiranger. And on a few places, there are even indications that show the height. On this stretch with a lot of hairpins you can also see a waterfall on the lefthand side at some stage. The total climb is 22km and some 14km have been done when you again reach a relief. It’s not flat, but after you have just done the part that is 10% then less than 2% on average for the next 3km is well appreciated. And you will need this part as the last 5km are again tough, more than 9% on average. Just before you reach the turn to the tollroad to the top (cyclists do not have to pay ☺) you can see the Djupvasshytta. This hut lies at the edge of the long and narrow lake called Djupvatnet. The toll road called Nibbevei is no longer surfaced. But not too worry, this sand is almost as hard as asphalt. And even when it has rained a bit, then the road is still OK for racing bikes for instance. It’s only in the eleven hairpin turns where the road is not so smooth. It’s a bit bumpy due to the braking of the cars. This last five klilometer seem to last very long as they are tough due to their steepnes, the road surface in the turns and due to the fact that you can’t see the destination anymore. But getting to the top is very rewarding. The view on the surrounding mountains and the Geiranger Fjord deep below is really nice. The wind blowing at the top can be very chilly as even in July there is still snow left on the top of Dalsnibba (1476m). At the top there is also a small shop (toilet) and information desk.



4. September Rendezvous (Rotheux/Belgium): When I checked the rendezvous link that I noticed on the BIG homepage (Rendezvous) then I found also a link to this rendezvous: Rotheux rendezvous. And there I noticed that you can actually choose between three different options that can be cycled. So I have aksed Jacques Franck for additional information and here it is: 1.



La Redoutable : 76 km. *** • • •



•



Rotheux (Start) Petit Berleur - Limont – Comblain o Côte de Fraiture / 2.6km - 136m Rivage- direction Aywaille o Côte de Septroux vers Awans (very beautiful) / 2,7km - 142m o Côte de Niaster - 1,8 km - 139m o Côte de la Redoute (BIG Nr 128) / 1.65 km - 161m o Col de Cornémont o Côte des Forges (oldly in Liège-Bastogne-Liège) / 2,1 km - 126m o Côte de Hautgnée – Esneux and back via Hout-si Plou o Côte de Bonsgnée.



This trip contains the most beautiful Côtes in this region. Amongst others you'll have to climb the famous Redoute (Mandatory part Aywaille-Remouchamps). The accumulated height difference is 1430 metres ! 2.



La Redoutée 65 km * Less tough than the Retoutable but it does include the climb of the Côte de la Redoute from the eazy (?) side



3.



L’Aimable 50 km. This one is again less though than the Redoutée . It does not contain for instance the Côte de la Redoute and a long way on the RAVEL ( From Comblain la Tour to Esneux) only two climbs ! So it’s not too hard.



The inscription fee is 2,50 € and another 2,00 € that will be donated to Doctors withoud Borders. One can start cycling between 07:30 and 09:30 but the common start time for BIG members is at 08:15 at the Taverne des Moges, Rue des deux églises 4120 in Rotheux. Not far from the American cemetery of Neuville on the road from Liège - Marche (~17 km from Liège). According to our president it should not be hard to distinguish BIG members from other people due to the enormous muscles in our legs, the deep lines due to the efforts around our noses, our eternal smile when facing the 25% of La Redoute and eventually, our BIG's jersey ☺. In case you seek a place to stay over for the night in case you live further away and still would like to come. Then contact Jacques Franck: [email protected]. There seems to be an Ibis hotel nearby.



Jacques will also organise a lunch especially for BIG members. So in case you want to cycle one of the above mentioned options and you are interested to meet other BIG members during lunch. Then register for the lunch by sending a mail to Jacques Franck: [email protected]



5. New GIO for France: As France has recently reached 80 members in the BIG challenge, they have the right to have a 4th manager. According to the BIG rules, the candidates have been called and the result is that the 4th french manager is: José Casas-Aragon ([email protected]). He is born in Spain and lives in the South-West of France. He knows the Spanish mountains very well. As well as the Pyrenees. And he also cycled in South America. His long experience and his great knowledge about cycloclimbing will be very useful. An obvious “plus” for the BIG. So, I would like to welcome José as new GIO (Group International Organisateur) ! Here is a list of the GIOs we currently have in the BIG: •



Belgium: 1) Daniel Gobert 2) Arnaud Decostre 3) Marc Desender 4) Jules Dejace 5) Jean-Louis Smout



•



France 1) Pierre Chatel (Grenoble) 2) Bernard Giraudeau (Ajaccio) 3) Olivier Dupeyroux (Paris) 4) Jose Casas-Aragon (Lunel-Béziers)



•



The Netherlands 1) Philip Hul 2) Martin Kool 3) Hans Koedijker



•



Italy 1) Gianni Solenni 2) Fabrizio Lorenzini



•



Spain 1) Claudio Montefusco



•



Switzerland 1)



Aard Oostra



•



Great Brittain 1) Kevin Speed



•



Sweden 1) Anders Wanell



•



Poland 1) Michal Ksiazkiewicz



This list including pictures of the GIOs can also be found on the webpage: Contacts.



6. Conclusion: I hope to be able to meet a lot of BIG members during the rendezvous on the 4th of September in Rotheux. It’s always good to meet face to face and to share the experience of uphill cycling !! Best regards, Helmuth Dekkers, BIG’s secretary



7. Translation Links: This Newsletter from the BIG is only in English or French. You can translate it to your own language through automatic translators like: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Cette Newsletter du BIG est en Anglais ou Français seulement. Vous pouvez traduire ce Bulletin dans votre langue d'origine via des traducteurs automatiques comme: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=fr. Deze Newsletter van de BIG is enkel in het Engels en Frans. Je kant deze Nieuwsbrief vertalen met een vertaal functie op Internet zoals: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Diese Newsletter ist nur in Engels oder Frans. Das ist möglich zu übersetzen diese Newsletter in Deutsch durch Automatieke Übersetzung wie: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=de. Questo Newsletter è solamente in Inglese o in Francese. E posibile a tradurre questo Newsletter in italiano con uno traduttore automatico come: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=it. Este Newsletter està únicamente en inglès o en francès. Está posibles traducir este Newsletteral español con un traducción automatico como: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=es.
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